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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT. SENSEI X’S HIDE OUT EVENING

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In Sensei X’s hide

out Sensei X is in the middle of the floor surrounded by his

X Belts.

Sitting in the corner is LILA X Japanese 16 years old,

friendly, nice, smart, grateful, caring and wise,has blonde

hair and tanned skin is sitting reading a book.

LILA X’S P.O.V

Lila X moves the book out of her face and watches her

grandfather.

RETURN TO SCENE.

Sensei X throws a kick right at one of the X Belts. Then

another X Belt tackled him onto the ground and locked him in

a choke hold. Sensei X broke free from the choke hold and

then judo throwed the X Belt right into the other X Belts

slamming both to the floor.

Two X Belt run right at Sensei X and throws a punch at

Sensei X but Sensei X blocked the punch and do a judo throw

on the X Belt on the ground.

The rest of the X Belts all attacked Sensei X, but Sensei X

do a triple tornado kick at all of the X Belts causing them

to fly through the air and CRASH onto some crates and

slammed onto the wall.

LILA X

(to Sensei X)

You know if you beat all of those X

Belt you won’t have any of them

left to fight the Koalas.

SENSEI X

That’s the point I need to train as

hard as I can to beat the Koalas

for good.

Sensei X then punches the wall causing CRACKS to appear on

the wall.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

LILA X

Grandfather please stop this, where

is the grandfather that I know in

love, where he loves his family and

not obsessing over the Koalas.

Sensei X’s eyes starts to GLOW PURPLE and stares right at

Lila X. Lila looks worried

SENSEI X

(mad)

No I won’t rest until the Koalas

are gone for good.

LILA X

(worried)

I don’t know they are cute

creatures and I don’t want them

hurt.

SENSEI X

NOT THOSE KOALAS! The Koalas in San

Diego that are human sized and know

martial arts and you go out and

find them and bring them to me.

LILA X

As you wish grandfather.

Lila X go out of the hide out and exits through the door.

Lila X rubs her shoulder in worry.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

FADE IN

ACT ONE

EXT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE COURTYARD

MORNING SUNNY.

MELLOW GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the Koala Bear’s

courtyard, the Koalas int he courtyard doing their martial

arts training. Paul is doing some kicks on the punching bag

and then he throws a powerful punch right at the bag causing

it to BREAK off from the chain and the bag fall to the

ground.

(CONTINUED)
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Fluffy and Martin are sparing. Martin do a roundhouse kick

right at Fluffy and Fluffy blocks the kick and then do a

counter kick in the shoulder. Martin does a kibisu gaeshi

judo throw on Fluffy throwing him to the ground.

Bruce is lifting weights and Jake is doing push ups on the

ground.

Then Rose McScott comes down from the stairs to the

treehouse

ROSE MCSCOTT

(worried)

Good morning my Cuddly Koalas.

PAUL

Morning Mom and isn’t it good

morning.

MARTIN

Mom you don’t look right are you

OK?

ROSE MCSCOTT

Oh Yes I am worried about my old

martial arts teacher Sensei Xyong

who mysteriously become evil.

BRUCE

Mom things change in life so as

people.

JAKE

Look at Steel Skull he become so

obsessive with revenge on you he

want to destroy you so as us.

Bruce punches Jake in the shoulder.

FLUFFY

What Jakey really means that people

change but they can also change

back to their normal selves.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Well some people can’t go back to

their normal selves years ago.

Suddenly the crime alarm RINGS.

PAUL

The Crime Alarm, Koalas it’s go

time

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Ahh do you have to it’s Saturday.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Well crime doesn’t take the weekend

off.

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS TREEHOUSE GARAGE

Martin TURNS ON his computer. The computer FLASHES on and on

the computer it is a video feed from downtown. X Belts are

marching through the downtown area lead by Lila X.

Jake blushes and then has a goofy smile on his face.

JAKE

Wow. Who is that sexy Blondie?

MARTIN

I don’t know But I’ll take a look

on her background.

Martin TYPES on his computer searching for Lila X’s

background. Then a pop up of Lila X’s information come up on

the screen.

PAUL

Her name is Lila X.

FLUFFY

Isn’t she like the granddaughter of

Sensei X?

BRUCE

Now you think about it she is, look

at the profile.

JAKE

Well I don’t care she is a hottie.

BRUCE

(to Jake)

You’re calling a granddaughter of a

villain a hottie right.

JAKE

You’re saying that is a bad thing

right.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

Yes it’s a bad thing we are heroes

and we don’t fall in love with

villains.

PAUL

Villain or not look at her face.

Martin ZOOMS in on Lila X’s face on the computer.

PAUL

Look she looks worried about

something or someone, come one

Koalas lets head out.

JAKE

Sweet I can get her number.

Bruce then SLAPS Jake in the face.

BRUCE

We got work to do lover boy.

FADE TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY DOWNTOWN BANK

THRILLING ACTION DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.At

the Bank there is a giant hole in the middle of the bank

wall. The X Belts all walk out through the hole with bags of

money. Lila X then come out through the hole in the wall.

LILA X

(to the bankers)

Sorry about this robbery.

BANKER 1 (O.S)

It’s OK we get a lot of these

robberies.

BANKER 2 (O.S)

When you cooperate with the robbers

we won’t get hurt.

Suddenly the Koalamoble DRIVES up and the Koalas all get out

of the Koalamoble wearing sunglasses and hats.

PAUL

(to the X-Belts)

Hold it right there X Belts.

(CONTINUED)
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LILA X

Oh hello Koalas.

BRUCE

Um we are not Koalas.

MARTIN

Yeah this is just an advertisement

for the Kooky Koalas entertainers

please have a business card.

JAKE

Or my number.

Bruce punches Jake’s shoulder.

LILA X

Oh I know that you’re Koalas by the

hairs and claws of your feet and

hands.

PAUL

OK fine you got us and we know that

you’re Sensei X’s grandfather.

LILA X

OK enough talk do you want to fight

or talk.

BRUCE

I say we fight.

LILA X

Sounds good too me get them.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUNDS. Lila X SNAPS

her fingers and all of the X Belts charge right at the

Koalas. The Koalas all run right at the X Belts.

Paul jumps into the air and does a split kick right at 2 X

Belts kicking them in the heads knocking them to the ground.

An X Belt throws a punch right at Paul, but Paul blocks the

punch and does a Kata Guruma judo throw on the X Belt

throwing him right at a parked car. Paul then does a leg

sweep on another X Belt and then another X Belt throws a

punch at Paul hitting him in the face Paul then do a counter

kick right at the X Belt’s face knocking him to the ground.

Martin and Jake both throw punches right at 4 X Belts

hitting them in the faces and then 2 other X Belts kick

Martin and Jake behind them knocking them to the ground.

Martin and Jake both leg sweeps the 2 X Belts and knocks

them over to the ground and then both get off from the

ground.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Hey I hope doesn’t effect my luck

with Lila.

MARTIN

Really Jakey now.

JAKE

Yeah she’s hot.

Bruce does two kicks right at 2 X Belts kicking them in the

heads and then do an uppercut another one in the face.

BRUCE

(smiled)

I can do this all day.

Bruce dodges a kick from another X Belt and grabs it and do

a Sukui Nage on him knocking him to the ground and then

punches him in the face. Suddenly X Belt grabs him from

behind and Bruce does a Tai Otoshi on the X Belt throwing

him into a window display causing him to CRASH through the

window. Suddenly 3 X Belts come right at Bruce from behind,

but Bruce does a roundhouse kick right at the 3 X Belts.

BRUCE

Told you I can do this all day.

Fluffy throws a punch right at Lila X, but Lila X blocks the

punch and throws a counter punch right at Fluffy, but Fluffy

blocks her punch and then do a leg sweep on Lila X knocking

her to the ground. Lila X leaps off of the ground and does a

kick right at Fluffy’s face, Fluffy blocks the kick and do a

counter kick right at Lila X in the chest causing her to

stumbled backwards and hits a street lamp.

Bruce comes in front of Fluffy and throws a punch right at

Lila X, but Lila X dodges the punch and hits the street

lamp.

BRUCE

(to Lila X)

Hey hold still so I can hit you.

LILA X

Hey does your mom know not to hit

girls.

BRUCE

Hey hitting criminal it’s unisex.

(CONTINUED)
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LILA X

But it’s still rude to hit girls.

BRUCE

Powerful Paul says that the rules

change so I am going to hurt you

now.

Bruce throws another punch right at Lila X but Lila X blocks

the punch and then twists Bruce’s arm and leg sweeps him and

back flips him causing him to fall to the ground. Bruce leg

sweeps on Lila X knocking her to the ground.

LILA X

And don’t leg sweep a girl neither.

BRUCE

You’re not a girl you’re a

criminal.

LILA X

Who is a girl.

BRUCE

I am still going to hit you.

Bruce punches Lila X in the shoulder knocking her to the

ground.

JAKE

(to Bruce)

Hey you hit a girl, that’s so rude.

Bruce then punched Jake in the face.

BRUCE

Koalas Rule.

Suddenly an X Belt throws a punch at Bruce. Bruce catches

the X Belt and judo throws him to the ground. He leaps into

the air and throws a flying jump kick at another X Belt

hitting him, causing him to CRASH through a window.

Paul does a jump roundhouse kick right at 3 X Belts hitting

them knocking them to the ground. Paul then throws a kick at

an X Belt and then does a Morote Gari judo throw on another

X Belt SLAMMING him to the ground.

PAUL

Koala Power!

(CONTINUED)
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Paul does a back kick right at an X Belt and then does a

back flip over another X Belt and then throws a jump spin

hook kick at the X Belt hitting him in the head. Paul blocks

3 attacks from 3 X Belts and then throws a tornado kick at

the 3 X Belts knocking them to the ground.

Jake presses a button on his skateboard, and it TRANSFORMS

into a LASER BLASTER and FIRES LASERS right at 5 X Belts

hitting them, causing them to fall to he ground.

JAKE

(Smiles)

Yeah Awesomongo that’s how Jakey

does it.

Jake raises his skateboard and then a LASER BLAST out from

Jake’s skateboard hitting his ear.

JAKE

Ouch my ear.

Paul, Fluffy, Martin and Bruce all surrounds Lila X who has

a worried look on her face.

LILA X

(apologizes)

Sorry I have to do this.

BRUCE

Wait Villains don’t apologize what

gives?

PAUL

I think this is a trap.

Suddenly Fluffy get hit from behind by a tranquilizer dart

causing her to become sleepy. Fluffy then falls to the

ground being knocked out.

BRUCE

(asked Fluffy)

Fluffy are you OK?

JAKE

Nope she’s KO.

Then a tranquilizer dart hits Jake in the back of his neck.

Jake then fall to the ground.

PAUL

I know it, it’s a trap.

Paul sees that 5 X Belts are aiming tranquilizer guns right

at them from the top of a rooftop.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

I knew it.

SLOW MOTION:The 5 X Belts FIRE tranquilizer darts down

towards Paul and Martin. Paul and Martin dodge the incoming

tranquilizer darts. Paul takes out his nun-chucks and throws

them right at the 5 X Belts, hitting each of them knocking

him off of the rooftop. END OF SLOW MOTION.

JAKE

Is she giving you her phone number

to give to me.

MARTIN

No she is not.

LILA X

It’s true, Grandfather wants you

captured so defeat you once and for

all.

Martin then gets hit in the back by a tranquilizer dart and

then fall to the ground.

PAUL

(serious)

Believe us we know your grandfather

too.

BRUCE

Yeah he is becoming a total wacko.

Suddenly Bruce gets hit by dozens of tranquilizer darts all

over his body.

BRUCE

I Deserved that.

Bruce falls to the ground. Then Paul gets hit by a

tranquilizer dart causing him to kneel on one knee.

PAUL

(tired)

Please I know you’re a good person

so as your grandfather.

Paul gets hit by 2 other tranquilizer darts causing him to

collapse onto the ground and being knocked out. Lila X

pulled out her cellphone from her pocket and put it up to

her ear.

(CONTINUED)
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LILA X

(into the phone)

Grandfather I got the Koalas like

you asked.

Paul opens his eyes slightly and then closed.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT ONE

FADE IN

ACT TWO

INT. SENSEI X’S HIDE OUT EVENING MOMENTS LATER

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Koalas

all wake up from being knocked out and see that they are in

Sensei X’s hide out and being wrapped in chain. The koalas

struggle to get out of the chains, causing the chains to

RATTLE.

BRUCE

(ask Paul)

Powerful Paul where are we?

PAUL

Looks like some type of hide out?

JAKE

Or Lila’s place? Please let this be

Lila’s place.

FLUFFY

Nope this isn’t a normal teen

girl’s bedroom this is more like a

warehouse.

MARTIN

By the looks of this place it looks

like Sensei X’s hide out.

PAUL

And another thing I am hearing some

heartbeats sound like the beats of

the X Belts and Lila X and Sensei X

SENSEI X (O.S)

Well that is quit a talent for you.

Sensei X walks out from the shadows with a grin on his face

along with Lila X who has a sad look on her face.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Sensei X, you made your

granddaughter to capture us...

right?

SENSEI X

Yes she did and I keep telling her

to stop calling me grandfather.

LILA X

But you are my grandfather but

something has happened to you.

SENSEI X

(shouts)

I am not your grandfather!!!

JAKE

I agree with your pretty

granddaughter, she is your

grandfather..

Sensei X punches Jake in the face cause a black eye to

appear on his face.

BRUCE

Thanks for doing that for me my

arms are kinda wrapped up at the

moment.

Sensei X then punches Bruce causing a black eye to appear on

his face.

BRUCE

(mad)

How dare you punch me!!!

Sensei X walks away from the Koalas.

PAUL

(to Lila X)

Lila we’ll help you we encounter

Sensei X before and our mom used to

be her old teacher.

LILA X

Really?

SENSEI X

No that’s foolish she is weak, but

i am powerful and now it’s time for

the end of you Koala.

(CONTINUED)
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Martin pulls out his Koala Cell from his right pocket and

presses the send button on it sending a message to Rose

causing it to BEEP.

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE LIVING

ROOM EVENING

At the Koala’s house Rose was reading a book. Suddenly he

cell phone VIBRATES. Rose picked up her cell phone and reads

the text message.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(reading the text message)

Mom please save us, we been

captured by Sensei X please come

help.

Rose McScott TURNS OFF her cell phone and gets off of the

coach and runs out of the house.

CUT TO

INT. SENSEI X’S HIDE OUT EVENING MOMENTS LATER

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Sensei X

starts to GLOW PURPLE ENERGY out of his body.

FLUFFY

(to Lila X)

Do you notice the purple energy

coming out from his body.

LILA X

Yes I see that.

SENSEI X

(ordered Lila X)

Lila X move a side so I can destroy

the Koala Bears.

Sensei X then turns his attention to the 30 X Belts behind

him.

SENSEI X

Witness the end of the Koala Bears.

All of a sudden the Flying Koala comes CRASHING through the

ceiling. The 30 X Belts SCREAM and run away from the Flying

Koala.

(CONTINUED)
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Rose then gets out of the Flying Koala and feel dizzy.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(feeling dizzy)

OK Koala I am here.

SENSEI X

How foolish their own mother coming

to save the day.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Yes and I know the real Sensei X is

inside that evil self of yours.

The Koalas all BREAK free from the chains wrapped around

them and go into their fighting stances.

SENSEI X

You can’t deal with the supreme

power that I have.

LILA X

(begging)

Please Grandfather I know it’s you

in there please come out.

SENSEI X

(angry)

I TOLD NOT TO CALL ME THAT

Sensei X SLAPS Lila X in the face causing her to stumble

backwards and fall to the floor.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Hey you can’t do that to your own

granddaughter.

SENSEI X

HA granddaughter I don’t even know

her that much.

BRUCE

Alright enough talk time to fight.

SENSEI X

I couldn’t agree more.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Sensei X FIRES

a PURPLE FIRE BALL right at the Koalas and Rose. The Koalas

and Rose all dodges the purple fire ball at it hits the wall

causing it to EXPLODE.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Do you know your grandfather can do

that.

LILA X

The first time when he become all

evil he did that to me.

Sensei X FIRES another PURPLE FIRE BALL right at the Koalas,

but Paul kicks the purple fire ball away from his hand and

Bruce does a jump kick right at him knocking him to the

floor. Sensei X uses his powers to SHAKE the floor, causing

the koalas and Rose to shake from the vibrations of the

floor.

JAKE

OK I didn’t know that Sensei X can

do that?

SENSEI X

(begging)

Lila X Koalas please take the

spirit out of my body quickly.

PAUL

Does your grandfather have a second

personality.

SENSEI X

Quiet you fool.

Jake runs right up to Sensei X and kicked him in the head

causing him to stumble backwards hitting the back of the

Flying Koala. Sensei X uses his powers on the Flying Koala

and it TURNS PURPLE. Sensei X then lifts up the Flying Koala

and throws it right at the Koalas and Rose, but they all

dodge it as the Flying Koala CRASHES on the floor hitting

the wall causing it to EXPLODE.

PAUL

OK that’s it time to take him down.

The Koalas all leap into the air and all do flying jump

kicks right at Sensei X kicking him causing him to fly

across the room and CRASH through the wall.

LILA X

Be careful in fighting my

grandfather.

BRUCE

As if. He has become a wacko.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Relax we’ll be careful and by the

way call me later.

CUT TO

EXT. SENSEI X’S HIDEOUT WAREHOUSE EVENING

The Koalas all go through the same hole that Sensei X made.

Sensei X got off from the ground and brush the dirt off from

him.

MARTIN

Give up Sensei X we know how you

are.

Rose and Lila X go through the hole.

LILA X

Grandfather please stop this at

once.

SENSEI X

Never I wont’ stop until all of my

enemies are destroyed.

BRUCE

(to Jake)

He sounds like Professor Steel

Skull.

JAKE

But without the Steel Skull.

PAUL

Whoever is inside your grandfather

is controlling him, his body and

his mind.

SENSEI X

I won’t come out from this body

ever.

Sensei X SNAPS his fingers causing 30 X Belts to jump down

from the roof of the hide out and lands onto the ground and

into their fighting stances.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Oh Boy we’re surrounded.

Sensei X then TURNS PURPLE.

(CONTINUED)
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SENSEI X

Surrender or die.

BRUCE

There is no way we are going to

surrender.

JAKE

Yeah Koalas together we never

surrender.

PAUL

(command)

Big Bruce, Marty, Jakey, Furious

Fluffy you take the X Belts, Me,

Mom and Lila shall take care of

Sensei X.

All of the X Belts all charge at the Koalas and Rose. Bruce

throws a kick right at an X Belt kicking him in the head

causing him to fall to the ground. Jake takes out his tonfa,

Fluffy takes out her kama and Martin takes his tekko.

2 X Belts both throw punches right at Fluffy, but Fluffy

used her kamas to block the 2 punches and then leg sweep the

2 X Belts and then throws a punch at another X Belt knocking

him into another X Belt behind him and Fluffy do a flying

jump kick at the X Belt knocking him and the other X Belt to

the ground.

FLUFFY

And that’s how girl power is done.

An X Belt comes up from behind Fluffy and Fluffy does a back

kick at the X Belt knocking him to the ground.

Martin uses his tekko to tear rips in 3 X Belt’s clothing

and then do a double kick at all three of them knocking them

through the hole in the wall. Suddenly an X Belt grabbed

hold of Martin and lifts him up off from the ground.

MARTIN

You know for being the smart one on

the team I suppose to be weak but I

am not.

Martin breaks free from the grip of the X Belt and judo

throws him to the ground, and puts him in an arm lock.

MARTIN

I am also strong too.

(CONTINUED)
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Bruce and Jake both do double kicks right at 2 X Belts. Then

2 other X Belts throw punches at both of them. Jake and

Bruce grabs the X Belt’s arms and both do a Kata guruma on

both of the X Belts. And then they both do quintuple kicks

right the rest of the X Belts.

JAKE

Hey when this is over I shall ask

Lila out on a date.

BRUCE

As if I don’t think you’re her

type.

Sensei X SHOOTS a PURPLE LASER out of his eyes right at

Paul, but Paul dodges the laser fire and pulls out his 3

section staff and TWIRLS it around and swings it right at

Sensei X hitting him in the eyes. Paul then does a back kick

right at Sensei X.

SENSEI X

I see that you still have that

staff of yours.

PAUL

Yes it is and my brother make some

adjustments to it.

Paul presses a button on his 3 section staff causing it to

TRANSFORM into a Bo Staff. Paul TWIRLS his Bo Staff and hits

it right at Sensei X in the hip, but Sensei X blocks the

attack and do a tornado kick right at Paul knocking his Bo

Staff out of his hands. Rose McScott leaps over Paul and do

a flying front snap kick right at Sensei X.

LILA X

Sorry grandfather but I must do

this.

Lila X throws a triple turning kick attack right at Sensei X

kicking him in the face, stomach and hip and then grabs his

arm and twists it and grabs his neck and throws him down to

the ground.

PAUL

Sweet X do move what do you call

it?

LILA X

Oh in X Do we don’t have names for

take downs, we do the moves by

number.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Well in every martial art there are

names for take downs.

Sensei X leaps off from the ground and gets really angry.

Sensei X then turns PURPLE and DEVELOPS a cat like face and

grows razor sharp claws.

SENSEI X

I shall defeat all of you.

PAUL

(to the other Koalas)

Um guys we need your help over

here.

BRUCE

We’ll be there in a second bro.

Bruce, Martin, Jake and Fluffy all do a triple tornado kicks

right at all of the remaining X Belts hitting them causing

all of them to fall to the ground.

The Koalas, Lila X and Rose McScott all run right at Sensei

X. And Sensei X leaps into the air and collides with the

Koalas, Lila X and Rose McScott.

Sensei X turns his razor sharp claws purple and scratches

Martin in the face causing to split his glasses in half and

have claw mark on his face. Sensei X throw RAPID kicks right

at Jake hitting him in the face and chest knocking him to

the ground.

Rose McScott and Lila X tackles Sensei X to the ground and

pines him to the ground.

LILA X

Grandfather please I am begging you

I am your grandfather.

ROSE MCSCOTT

And I am your number one student.

Sensei X punches Rose and Lila X from his and leaped off the

ground and into his fighting stances.

PAUL

That’s it no more Mr Nice Koala.

BRUCE

I agree Powerful Paul.

(CONTINUED)
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Sensei X creates a BIG PURPLE FIREBALL out from his hands

and throws it right at the Koalas, Rose and Lila X. Paul,

Bruce and Fluffy pushes the big purple fireball back towards

Sensei X. Sensei X punches the big purple fireball causing

it to EXPLODE.

As the smoke cleared Paul’s, Bruce’s and Fluffy’s karate

uniforms are ripped.

JAKE

Dude your uniforms are ripped.

FLUFFY

(freaks out)

Do you know how long it took to

make this?

Sensei X leaps into the air and throws a punch down onto the

koalas. Suddenly blocks the punch with only her finger and

pinches Sensei X’s skin.

ROSE MCSCOTT

I’m sorry that I have to do this.

Rose raises Sensei X by the skin of his hand in the air and

TWIRLS him around. She RAPIDLY throws him on the ground like

a rag doll. Sensei X breaks out from Rose’s grip and RAPIDLY

throws punches and kicks right at Rose, but she RAPIDLY

throws punches and kicks at hit rapid punches and kicks,

causing him both of them to FLOAT off of the ground.

SENSEI X

Surrender now woman, you are no

match for me.

ROSE MCSCOTT

I was afraid you said that. You

asked for it.

Rose’s eyes GLOW WHITE and her body GLOWS WHITE.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(Japanese Subtitle)

Power of Everything!!!

A FLASH OF LIGHT comes out from her body and hits Sensei X.

She FIRES a WHITE ENERGY BLAST at Sensei X hitting him and

then she throws SUPER SONIC FAST PUNCHES AND KICKS at Sensei

X hitting him and launches him through the air and CRASHES

into his hideout, causing it to CRUMBLE and COLLAPSE to the

ground.

(CONTINUED)
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LILA X

Oh no Grandfather.

The debris from the destroyed hideout SHAKES and BREAKS out

of the rumble and ROARS in angry. Sensei X walks towards

Rose and the Koalas. Lila X comes in front of him and stop

him in his path.

LILA X

(begs)

Grandfather please stop this.

ROSE MCSCOTT

You know who we are. I’m your top

student and she is your

granddaughter.

LILA X

Grandfather...Please remember.

SENSEI X

I am not your grandfather.

Sensei X collapses to the ground. EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL

MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Then Shi Tig come out from Sensei

X’s mouth.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Who are you and why are you doing

in my karate teacher’s body.

SHI TIG

I am Shi Tig a beast from

Realmtasia.

MARTIN

If you’re a beast why are you in

spirit form?

SHI TIG

When I left Realmtasia my body

turned into a spirit form , witch

allows me to take over this old

man’s body.

PAUL

Another question why do you need

Sensei X’s body for?

SHI TIG

Simple really I need his body so I

can rule your world.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

Why do you want to take over our

world instead of Realmtasia.

SHI TIG

The Pitiful Roside the Fairy Queen

won’t let me because I am a

criminal so I escaped Realmtasia to

Earth so I shall have a world to

take over.

LILA X

You’re not getting away with this

now get out of my grandfather’s

body.

SHI TIG

Never.

Shi Tig returns back into Sensei X’s body. Sensei X’s body

turns PURPLE again. Sensei X then FIRES PURPLE FIRE from his

hands on the ground.

Sensei X then fly up to the sky.

LILA X

Grandfather no...Please come

back!!!

FADE TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS TREEHOUSE LIVING ROOM

EVENING

Back at the Koala’s treehouse Lila X is wrapping bandages

around Paul’s arm with Paul wrapped in bandages along with

Bruce and Fluffy. Martin is fixing his glasses and Jake has

band aids on his face and is staring at Lila X.

LILA X

Could you make your brother stop

staring at me.

FLUFFY

Shore I can.

Fluffy punches Jake in the shoulder and then Bruce punches

Jake in the shoulder.Rose places a pillow and blanket down

on the coach.

(CONTINUED)
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LILA X

Thank you for letting me stay here

for a while.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Oh you’re welcome Lila.

PAUL

A grandfather of a martial arts

master is a friend in our book.

BRUCE

But if you betray us you’re out of

here.

SAD CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Lila X walks to the

window. Lila X’s reflection appears in the window.

LILA X

Grandfather please come back to me.

ROSE MCSCOTT

I hope that your grandfather shall

come back too.

PAUL

But he is controlled by Shi Tig

that spirit from Realmtasia.

BRUCE

Yeah I want to be the stuffing out

of him.

FLUFFY

But One problem he is a spirit and

is from another world or dimension

or Whatever.

MARTIN

And another problem I don’t have

the technology for that, I had read

about the string theory that is

where you can transport from one

dimension to another and there are

worlds out there that are.

PAUL

(interrupts)

OK Marty we get it.

LILA X

I hope this story of mine shall

have a happy ending.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

But in the mean time we shall get

to know each other over a taco.

LILA X

Flattering but I am not your type.

Jake is surprise and heartbroken.

JAKE

(sad)

I am going to eat a dozen tacos

now, with ice cream and hot fudge

on it.

Jake walks up to the refrigerator and opens the door. He

takes out some tacos and ice cream out of the fridge and

freezer and closes the doors.

FADE TO BLACK


